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QUESTION 1

An organization with an existing Windows 2012 R2 Server RDSH farm decided to move to Windows Server 2019 as
their new standard. Order the steps that need to be taken by the administrator to deploy a RDS desktop pool with this
new standard.

Select and Place:

Correct Answer:
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To deploy a RDS desktop pool with the new standard of Windows Server 2019, the steps should be ordered as follows:

Prepare the Windows Server 2019 golden image.This is the first step because you\\'ll need a prepared OS image to
base your RDS desktop pool on.

Add an Automated Farm.Once your golden image is ready, you can set up an automated farm for the RDS desktop
pool.

Add a RDS desktop pool.Using the automated farm and the prepared golden image, you can now add the RDS desktop
pool.

Entitle AD users and/or groups.With the RDS desktop pool in place, the next step is to give Active Directory (AD) users
and groups the necessary entitlements to access the desktops.

Launch Horizon Client and verify access to RDS desktop.As the final verification step, launch the Horizon Client to
ensure that you can access the newly created RDS desktop pool and that everything is functioning as expected.

So, the sequential order is: Prepare the Windows Server 2019 golden image -> Add an Automated Farm -> Add a RDS
desktop pool -> Entitle AD users and/or groups -> Launch Horizon Client and verify access to RDS desktop.

 

QUESTION 2

A Horizon administrator has been utilizing Application Profiler from Dynamic Environment Manager to create application-
specific user defined settings. These files have grown to 2.3GB in size for a particular user and have negatively
impacted the user experience. 

What can be done to the configuration to improve the user experience? 

A. Configure exclusions to filter out unnecessary folders. 
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B. Change the default save path. 

C. Configure exclusions to filter out unnecessary registry entries. 

D. Use Deepest Registry Path. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: To improve the user experience when using Application Profiler from Dynamic Environment Manager to
create application-specific user defined settings, the administrator can configure exclusions to filter out unnecessary
folders and registry entries. Exclusions are rules that specify which file system or registry locations are not included in
the Flex configuration file. Exclusions can reduce the size of the Flex configuration file and the profile archive, and
improve the performance of the application profiling and synchronization processes12. The other options are not valid or
effective because: Changing the default save path does not affect the size or content of the Flex configuration file or the
profile archive. It only changes where the files are stored on the local machine3. Using Deepest Registry Path does not
reduce the size of the Flex configuration file or the profile archive. It only changes how the registry locations are
displayed in the Application Profiler interface4. There is no such thing as Cloud Entitlements in Dynamic Environment
Manager. The correct term is Global Entitlements, which are used in Cloud Pod Architecture to entitle users to desktops
or applications across multiple pods5. References := 1: VMware Dynamic Environment Manager Application Profiler
Administration Guide: Filtering and Optimizing the Analysis Details 2: VMware Dynamic Environment Manager
Application Profiler Administration Guide: Exclusions 3: VMware Dynamic Environment Manager Application Profiler
Administration Guide: Advanced Configuration of Application Profiler 4: VMware Dynamic Environment Manager
Application Profiler Administration Guide: Editing the Flex Configuration File 

5: VMware Horizon 8 Documentation: Understanding Global Entitlements in Cloud Pod Architecture 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit.

Drag and drop the ports on the left to allow an external Blast Extreme connection through Unified Access Gateway
(UAG) into the diagram on the right.

Select and Place:

Correct Answer:
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QUESTION 4

An administrator has been tasked with determining the type of VMware Horizon deployment for their organization. 

These requirements have been provided to the administrator: 

It must support Windows 10 Enterprise multi-session desktops. 

It must support App Volumes. 

It must support centralized brokering. 

It must automatically route end-users to the most appropriate virtual workspace. 

Which deployment solution meets the requirements? 

A. VMware vSphere Desktop Edition 

B. VMware Workspace ONE Unified Endpoint Management 

C. VMware Horizon On-Premises 

D. VMware Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: VMware Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure is the only deployment solution that meets all the requirements.
VMware Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure supports Windows 10 Enterprise multi-session desktops, which are a new
Remote Desktop Session Host exclusive to Azure Virtual Desktop on Azure1. It also supports App Volumes, which is a
real-time application delivery system that enables IT to instantly provision applications to users or desktops. VMware
Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure supports centralized brokering, which means that the Horizon Cloud Service acts as a
single point of entry for end users to access their virtual desktops and applications. VMware Horizon Cloud on Microsoft
Azure also supports automatic routing of end-users to the most appropriate virtual workspace, using the Universal
Broker feature. Universal Broker is a cloud-based brokering service that provides a unified user experience across
multiple Horizon pods and clouds. VMware vSphere Desktop Edition does not support Windows 10 Enterprise multi-
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session desktops, as they are only available on Azure Virtual Desktop1. VMware Workspace ONE Unified Endpoint
Management does not support App Volumes, as it is a different solution for managing devices and applications. VMware
Horizon On-Premises does not support automatic routing of end-users to the most appropriate virtual workspace, as it
requires manual configuration of load balancing and global entitlements. References: Profile production applications in
Azure with Application Insights Profiler1 Using Application Profiler - VMware Docs2 First look at profiling tools - Visual
Studio (Windows)3 App Volumes Overview Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Architecture Universal Broker
Overview Workspace ONE UEM Overview Load Balancing Across Pods and Sites in a Cloud Pod Architecture
Environment 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit.

An administrator needs to monitor the advanced metrics of desktop sessions in Horizon Console.

Mark where the administrator would navigate in the Horizon Console by clicking on it.

Hot Area:

Correct Answer:
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To monitor the advanced metrics of desktop sessions in Horizon Console, you need to use the Horizon Help Desk Tool.
This is a web application that you can use to get the status of Horizon 8 user sessions and to perform troubleshooting

and maintenance operations1. You can also view performance details for a virtual or published desktop session that
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uses the PCoIP or VMware Blast display protocol2.

To access the Horizon Help Desk Tool, you need to click on the Monitoring tab on the left side of the Horizon Console.
Then, you need to select Help Desk from the drop-down menu. This will open the Horizon Help Desk Tool in a new

browser tab. You can then search for a user, machine, or pool and view the session details. You can also click on More
to see the advanced metrics such as latency, bandwidth, protocol, and frame rate1.
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